ABSTRACT Unstructured clinical medical text, as an important part of the electronic health records, is characterized by large quantities and can store substantial disease-related information of patients. Currently, the disease risk assessment model based on the analysis of clinical medical text designs relevant characteristics aiming at certain diseases, and different characteristics are identified from the text using different methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the expansion of medical data and development of big data analysis technologies [1] - [6] , especially the use of Electronic Health Records (EHRs) [7] , the medical health supervision centering on big data analysis has become a research hotpot [8] - [11] . Moreover, 5G networks and related technologies are critical to convey healthcare big data without excessive latency [12] , [13] . According to the latest report of Accenture, every year digital medical treatment can save $10 billion for disease diagnosis and therapy of the U.S. The use of digital medical solutions will save 5 minutes average for doctor visiting patients, thus more than $7 billion of economic value will be saved. Reference [14] introduces 6 applications of big data in the field of healthcare [15] , and one is to find high-risk patients and provide them with better health supervision service.
The EHRs contains both structured data and unstructured data. The former includes disease name, medicine information and laboratory data, etc., while the latter includes subjectdescribed state of an illness, medication history, social experiences, family history, treatment scheme, treatment summary etc [16] , [17] . Reference [18] - [20] conduct health supervision and risk profile of disease based on structured information, and classify patients (e.g., high-risk and lowrisk) for designed disease characteristics in the little data set using machine learning methods. These models have been very valued in the clinical and been widely researched. References [21] and [22] learn disease characteristics from substantial structured data sets for disease forecasting. Although structured data are more convenient in healthcare application using data mining method, unstructured text data records more disease-related information, which can be used for medical recommendations [23] , health monitoring [24] , pathological brain detection [25] , [26] , emotionaware healthcare [27] , disease detection [28] , even affective interaction [29] , etc. Hossain [30] proposes a cyber-physical systems for patient monitoring. References [31] and [32] dig characteristics of coronary artery disease from the clinical notes data using text data mining method and assesses the risks of coronary artery disease. Reference [33] identifies risk characteristics affecting coronary artery disease in the clinical notes using the method of natural language processing with different identification methods for different characteristics. Reference [34] digs the method of using inaccurate information to handle multi-source data. Reference [35] proposes the widely used mobile data in our daily life, in which digital medical solution is extremely important and make it convenient for users to get prompt treatment. Reference [36] introduces the method of using genetic algorithm to analyze multiple data and to obtain an optimal solution. Disease characteristics designed by medical experts is restrained by limitation of domain knowledge, and substantial manpower is needed to modify the models in case of changes in disease characteristics [37] , [38] . Due to the diversity of diseases and complexity of symptoms, the various methods to identify disease risk characteristics limit the universality and extendibility of the model, making it hard to apply in clinic. When forecasting the disease risks with unstructured clinical text data in the field of medical health, it still faces the following challenges:
1) Due to the diversity of diseases and complexity and variability of symptoms, how to extract the related characteristics of disease risk assessment from substantial historical clinical text data and ease the problems of limited domain knowledge and heavy workload in artificial design characteristics. 2) How to identify disease-related characteristics from the unstructured clinical notes using common methods for disease risk assessment. For these problems, this research propose a general model useing clinical notes to assessment disease risk. The paper analyzes the clinical notes data obtained from a second grade-A hospital in China together with the doctors and select the recorded patient information related to the disease characteristics, including patients' subject-described state of an illness, records of doctor inquiry, current administration, medical history, etc.; secondly, it will put forward an universal model for disease risk assessment with clinical notes based on the features of medical text. Word embedding is learned from hospital history clinical text data with unsupervised learning, which is used in digital representation of text for patients' clinical notes data set. After that, it will learn the features of disease-related text for the clinical notes data set through the convolutional neural network (CNN) [40] , [41] , and then use the learned features for disease risk assessment; finally, conduct tests and performance assessment for the model with the clinical data of patients with cerebral infarction, patients with pulmonary infection and patients with coronary atherosclerotic heart disease.
Contribution of this article: 1) Analyze the features of clinical medical text and put forward a uniform model of disease risk assessment based on unstructured clinical text. 2) The Convolutional Neural Network is designed to extract disease risk characteristics through learning of substantial historical clinical text data. 3) Conduct disease risk assessment with disease-related data of patients from the hospital big data and verify the availability of the model. The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section II,we introduce the proposed approach and the representation of medical text data. Section III describes the implementation of model of disease risk assessment. Section IV illustrates experiment and performance evaluation of proposed method and correlative method on different data set. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.
II. DATASET AND PROPOSED MODEL A. MEDICAL TEXT DATA
The database are obtained from a second grade-A hospital in China, and the data are stored in the data center [39] . According to the hospital database recorded from 2013 to 2015, there are clinical notes information of 31,919 patients, and 20320848 recorders of patients. The data we used mainly consist of structured and unstructured data. The structured data include the basic information of patients(such as age, sex, lift habit and etc.), laboratory data, while unstructured text data are patients' subject-described state of an illness and records of doctor inquiry etc. Sample of clinical notes is as shown in table 1. we analyzed clinical notes with doctorsčthe clinical notes mainly consist of 5 parts:
• Subjectivity the patient' subject-described state of an illness, medical history, records of doctor inquiry, current administration, history of original disease.
• Objectivity physical examination, laboratory reports, vital signs, age, height, weight, etc.
• Assessment possible diagnosis given by the doctor.
• Plan a treatment scheme and execution plan for patients made by the doctor based on the patient's subjectdescribed state of an illness, physical examination, laboratory reports and other objective information.
• Summary a detailed summary upon the treatment, including the patient's diagnosis, follow-up reexamination plan and a summary of treatment condition, etc. Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics of hospital data. From the table we can know that in this area the proportion of men and women in patients are almost equal every year. In 2014, there were more patients than others. Besides, it was found that chronic disease has always been the main cause of being hospitalized in this area through data statistics. Cerebral infarction and coronary atherosclerotic heart disease are deadly disease relatively in common chronic disease. The percent of pulmonary infection in patients was 2.01% in 2014 which was the highest. So in this article, we conduct disease risk assessment for cerebral infarction, pulmonary infection and coronary atherosclerotic heart disease without considering gender differences.
Through communication with the doctors, we knew that the main symptom characteristics related to diseases in the unstructured text data are stored in such sections as the patients' subject-described state of an illness and records of doctor inquiry [49] , [50] . Then related information is selected from the clinical notes for disease risk assessment.
B. MODEL OF DISEASE RISK ASSESSMENT WITH CLINICAL NOTES
The structure of model of disease risk assessment with clinical notes is shown in Fig. 1 . The medical data center stores all data related to medical treatment of patients in the hospital, including the subject-described state of an illness, records of doctor inquiry, medication records, treatment expense, treatment scheme, records of treatment process, inspection results of test cabinet, image information [42] , etc. We only use clinical notes of patients in this paper. The model mainly consists of 3 parts:
1) LEARNING WORD EMBEDDING
Extract the historical clinical notes data of all patients from the medical data center, and then clean and pre-process the data. After that, the processed data are used as corpus to training word embedding.
2) TRAINING CNN
Select data related to a certain disease from the clinical notes data, in this paper we use the diseases of hypertension, pulmonary infection, cerebral infarction, coronary atherosclerotic heart disease and etc.. Select the patients' subjectdescribed state of an illness and records of doctor inquiry, and pre-process the data. We put the processed data of corrected disease into the training set and test set. After representing the sample data in the training set and test set using word embedding, input them into the CNN for training and test. After that, parameters of CNN are fixed.
3) RISK ASSESSMENT
Input data including the subject-described state of an illness of patients and records of doctor inquiry, conduct preprocessing of data and represent them using word embedding. When represented data are input into the CNN, the results of disease risk assessment of patient will output. 
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF MODEL
The steps of text comprehension with deep learning include input text, preprocessing, text representation, deep learning, output. The medical text has the common features of text. So deep learning method can be adopted to its comprehension. Our model can also be well deployed in a distributed online computing manner, such that it can be integrated in some other mobile health care systems, such as the system consisting of mobile connected field ambulances, once some reliable and effective vehicular communication frameworks, such as those proposed in [43] and [44] , have been set up as a basis. In this section, we will introduce the detailed course that we extract the representative features of medical text and adopt it to comprehension of medical text with deep learning method.
A. WORD EMBEDDING AND TEXT REPRESENTATION
If adopting deep learning to the comprehension of natural language, firstly we should use digitized representation for each words. Generally, we adopt the method of word embedding for representation. Conducting word representation with word embedding is to establish a vocabulary where one word corresponds to one vector. There are two representation methods of word embedding: one-hot representation and distributed representation.
One-hot representation is simpler and more direct. The quantity of total words in vocabulary is also the dimension of vectors. But there is only one value equal to 1 in vector composition of each word while other values are equal to 0. In this method, unique value is adopted to identify each word. So this is a sparse method. When word embedding is established, the semantic relation between two different words is not taken into consideration. There is no relation between the vectors even for words with similar semanteme, which is called a ''word gap''. As the dimension of word embedding is equal to quantity of total words, the computational burden for application in some tasks is too high and it may cause a dimension disaster [45] . For instance, the dimension could be set to 50. With this method, the word vector learned by word embedding includes semanteme of words, i.e., the closer one word is to another, the closer the vector of that word in vector space is to that of another. Fig. 2 shows a text representation with a distributed representation method. Word vectors of four words ''headache'', ''nausea'', ''one'' and ''day'', are retrieved from vocabulary respectively. Compared with one-hot representation, the dimension of word embedding is obviously reduced and the distance of vectors between relevant semanteme or similar semanteme is close. 
B. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK
The model for disease risk assessment is designed to convolution neural network with 5 layers including input layer, convolution layer, pooling layer, full connection layer and output layer, which is shown in Fig. 3 . The input of input layer is pre-processed clinical notes of patients with digitized representation. As shown in Fig. 4 , convolution operation is conducted on each word in convolution layer so that some empty words need to be inserted at the beginning/end of each input data. After the convolution, the data pass through pooling layer and full connection lay, finally arrive at output layer, outputting the result of risk assessment. 
1) CONVOLUTION LAYER
For word embedding representation xw(xw 1 , xw 2 , · · · , xw N ) of input text, it calculates the convolution vector h 1 n for each word in xw in sequence. The calculation of convolution vector for word n is as shown in Fig. 4 . The size of convolution window is k, the dimension of vector h 1 n is l. With current word n as center, intercept k words from the sequence of input text and connect the vectors of these words. Then s n ∈ R dk is obtained, where d is the dimension for word embedding.
T . It calculates the convolution vector h 1 n for word n using the following equation, where, w 1 ∈ R l×dk is weight matrix and b 1 is deviation.
The variable h 1 n stands for the expression of word xw n in hidden layer. After obtaining h 1 n , we calculate the output h 2 n of hidden layer with tanh-function (tanh = e x −e −x e x +e −x ) and make it as the input of the next hidden layer.
2) POOLING LAYER
The output of convolution layer is used as the input of pooling layer. The maximum values among N elements in h 2 n is calculated by:
Pooling operation is divided into maximum pooling operation and average pooling operation. Here we conduct maximum pooling operation because the function of each word in text is not completely equal, i.e the elements that plays a vital role in text would be selected by maximum pooling operation. The samples have different lengths, and the input x(x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x N ) have different lengths as well. However, text will be transformed into vector with fixed length after it goes through convolution layer and pooling layer.
3) FULL CONNECTION LAYER
There is a full connection layer of neural network after pooling layer. Output of pooling layer as the input of full connection, and neurons of two layers are full connected. 
4) OUTPUT LAYER
Softmax classifier is adopted to output classification results.
In formula (5), n represents n categories,y i means probabilities of the i th category.
C. TRAINING 1) TRAINING WORD EMBEDDING
The corpus is used for the word vector training, and the purer the better, i.e. the professional corpus will be better. The Article extracts the clinical notes data of all patients in hospital from the medical big data center and use them as the training word vector upon the data cleaning. The volume of the corpus data is 300M. We then use the word-segmentation tool of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, ICTACLAS [47] , to segment the words, and use the n-skip gram algorithm of word2vec [48] tool to train word vectors. The dimensionality of word vector is set at 50, and the number of words obtained from word vectors upon the training is 52,100.
2) TRAINING PARAMETERS
All parameters required by training are defined as a parameter set θ = {w 1 , w 4 , b 1 , b 4 }. The objective of training is to learn maximum log-likelihood value of θ . We utilize random numbers as initialization parameter of θ and stochastic gradient descent for training of parameter θ . As for parameter revision, we utilize the following expression, D is training sample set, class y is accurate classification of sample, and α is the learning rate.
Formula (7) applies to the modification of parameters.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

A. RELATED METHODS
Reference [31] digs the characteristics of risk factors related to coronary heart disease from unstructured EHRs using clinical text mining and uses the Framingham risk score (FSR) to assess the risks of the disease in patients. Establish risk characteristic text mining rules for extraction of risk characteristics, and adopt different solutions to tackle data loss problems related to text without recorded data or identification of failed data. We call this method as Rule+FSR. The Rule+FSR method is similar with the one in this document, both using medical text data to do the risk assessment of diseases. The difference is that Rule+FSR only aims for one disease, so it is selected as the comparing algorithm with method of this paper.
B. DATA SETS
Select data from a second grade-A hospital in China and determine 4 data sets through the communication with doctors of the hospital. Data of patients with hypertension are selected because the symptoms of hypertension are similar to those of patients with cerebral infarction. D1: Contain the subject-described state of an illness and records of doctor inquiry from clinical notes of 907 patients, including data of 465 patients with cerebral infarction, 442 non-cerebral infarction patients. 10% of these data are selected at random and used as the test set, while the remaining 90% are used as the training set. D2: Contain the subject-described state of an illness and records of doctor inquiry from clinical notes of 1,094 patients, including data of 547 patients with pulmonary infection, 547 patients with non-pulmonary infection patients. 10% of these data are selected at random and used as the test set, while the remaining 90% are used as the training set. D3: Contain the subject-described state of an illness and records of doctor inquiry from clinical notes of 907 patients, including data of 465 patients with cerebral infarction, 442 patients with hypertension. 10% of these data are selected at random and used as the test set, while the remaining 90% are used as the training set. Here, we choose the data of patients with hypertension as contraction because that most patients with cerebral infarction also have hypertension, these two disease have some similar symptom, making it difficult to do the risk assessment for these two kinds of disease. D4: Contain the subject-described state of an illness, physical examination, history of original disease and records of doctor inquiry from clinical notes of 1,390 patients, including data of 695 patients with coronary atherosclerotic heart disease, 695 patients with non-coronary atherosclerotic heart disease patients. 10% of these data are selected at random and used as the test set, while the remaining 90% are used as the training set.
C. DATA PRE-PROCESSING
The clinical notes of patients include their subject-described state of an illness, records of doctor inquiry, records of medical history, family history, preliminary diagnosis, treatment plan, records of inspection results, simple discharge summary, etc. Upon the extraction of clinical notes data, the patients' subject-described state of an illness is selected as the content of text analysis. And then, the word-classification tool ICTACLAS is used to classify the words, while stop words and symbols in the text are retained. 
D. EVALUATION METHODS
Four commonly-used evaluation indicators are used to evaluate the accuracy of risk assessment:
Thereinto, TP (True Positive) is in fact a positive example and is classified by the classifier into sample size of positive example; TN (True Negative) is in fact a negative example and is classified by the classifier into sample size of negative example; FP (False Positives) is in fact a negative example and is classified into sample size of positive example; FN (False Negative) is in fact a positive example and is classified into sample size of negative example.
E. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The size of sliding window of CNN algorithm can affect the algorithm performance. The sliding window adopts 1 to 9 words respectively with the step length of 2 to experiment and verity the effects of sliding window size on various evaluation indicators. Fig.5 shows respectively the trainings and tests based on data sets D1, D2 and D3 using CNN algorithm as well as the effects on various evaluation indicators of risk assessment. When the sliding window size is set at 5, the accuracy rate, precision, recall rate and F1-Measure are all higher than those with other sliding window sizes. Therefore, the size of sliding window of CNN algorithm in the risk model here is set as 5.
Firstly, from Table 3 the results of experiment in Table 3 , we can see that the method proposed in this paper can be applied in multiple disease risk assessment while the existing Relu+FSR method is only able to assess one disease. Secondly Table 3 shows the precision, recall rate and accuracy rate of risk assessment and the evaluation results of F1-measure for CNN algorithm based on data sets D1, D2, D3 and D4, also shows the accuracy rate of risk assessment Relu+FSR method based on data sets D4. The risk assessment of patients with cerebral infarction based on data set D1 shows that the precision (95.5%), recall rate (97.7%), accuracy rate (96.5%) and F1-measure (96.6%) of CNN algorithm. While in the risk assessment of patients with cerebral infarction based on data set D2, the precision, recall rate, accuracy rate and F1-measure of CNN algorithm are respectively 84.4%, 90.4%, 86.9% and 87.3%. use the patients with hypertension having similar symptoms as the correlation data. Data set D3 contains the data of patients with pulmonary infection and patients with non-pulmonary infection patients, and various evaluation indicators using CNN algorithm are respectively precision at 98.1%, recall rate 93%, accuracy rate 95.6% and F1-measure 95.5%. The evaluation indicators of risk assessment on coronary athcroselerotie heart using CNN algorithm based on data set D4 all exceed 91%. Why the indicators on data set D2 are obviously lower than those on other data set with the same model. We found that most patients with cerebral infarction have hypertension so these two diseases have much similar symptoms, such as cerebral infarction: 'dizziness, more than 10 days', 'head faint, dizzy, headache with nausea, vomiting, 3 days'; hypertension: 'headache giddy 3 days', 'dizzy two days', etc.. The similar symptoms make it difficult to identify. Although the results using D2 are lower than others, the precision with lowest value reaches 84.4%, which also verifies the effective of the algorithm on identifying relative diseases. At the same time fine grain feature identification needs to be researched.
ROC curves of CNN and Relu+FRS with D4 as showns in Fig. 6 , we can see that the method of CNN is better that the one of Relu+FSR on the risk assessment for coronary atherosclerotic heart.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The paper proposed the disease assessment model based on clinical notes, study and extract characteristics for clinical notes data using the methods of Convolutional Neural Network for disease risk assessment. The experiment has been conducted with data of patients with cerebral infarction, patients with pulmonary infection and patients with coronary atherosclerotic heart disease obtained from a second grade-A hospital in China, and the average accuracy rate has exceeded 90%. The experiment has verified that the disease risk assessment model based on clinical notes can be applied in analysis of clinical notes for disease risk assessment. The experiment on risk assessment using data set D2 with data of cerebral infarction and hypertension further validates the effective of the algorithm. Training the same disease assessment model using data of patient with different kind of disease can obtain the risk assessment on different disease, verifying the universality of the model. However, the accuracy should be improved when dealing with data of relative disease, and the model couldn't just be trained once then used to other diseases. 
